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Fujifilm XF 8mm f3.5 R WR

  

Expand your view with FUJINON XF8mmF3.5 R WR, and take in the view. The ultra-wide field of view provides a dynamic perspective that
brings your subjects closer while pushing your background to infinity. XF8mmF3.5 R WR is perfect for carrying with your standard zoom lens
when you're in a tight spot or for video use, such as vlogging when you plan on creating selfie-style. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerFujifilm 

Description 

Every day carry Ultra wide angle
Lightweight at 215g without compromising image quality, you can add XF8mmF3.5 R WR into your camera bag without sweat. The weather-
resistant seals throughout the lens’s construction protect it from dust and rain, enabling it to capture in the most challenging environments
without worry. The inbuilt 62mm filter thread allows you to add readily available filters, such as ND filters for wide apertures in bright conditions.

Nothing is wasted
Redefine ordinary with XF8mmF3.5 R WR lens. With a field of view of over 120 degrees, you can capture a broader perspective than the human
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eye. Enjoy the dynamic view XF8mmF3.5 R WR provides, capturing the world in an entirely new way.

The main subject is not always in the center
XF8mmF3.5 R WR doesn't discriminate with its 40MP resolving power. From edge to edge, the lens suppresses aberrations and provides clear
and high-quality images thanks to three aspherical lenses and two ED lenses. Everything in the frame can be the main subject.

Fast and Smooth
Capture the world in focus; when set at 36cm at an f/8 aperture, everything in front of you will be focused, from the minimum focusing distance
to infinity. Fast auto-focus with barely noticeable focus shift, aka breathing, makes the lens an excellent video-shooting companion.

You see the world and the world sees you
You're next video-shooting go-to, XF8mmF3.5 R WR, offers low breathing, inner focus, and a special backlit-resistant coating. You can tell your
biggest stories with this little lens thanks to an angle of view ideal for vlogging and ultra-wide angled perspectives. Tell your stories with this
lens.
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